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ABSTRACT
The 3D model of conjugate heat transfer from a fire to compressed gas storage cylinder is described.
The model predictions of temperature outside and inside the cylinder as well as pressure increase during
a fire are compared against a fire test experiment. The simulation reproduced measured in test
temperatures and pressures. The original failure criterion of the cylinder in a fire has been applied in the
model. This allowed for the prediction of the cylinder catastrophic rupture time with acceptable
engineering accuracy. The significance of 3D modelling is demonstrated, and recommendations to
improve safety of high-pressure composite tanks are given.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The exploitation of compressed gaseous hydrogen (CGH2) as a “green” fuel is beneficial for the
environment. Though, there also are safety issues. The safety aspects of the hydrogen storage systems
exploitation have been carefully investigated by the hydrogen safety community during the recent years.
The storage system includes but is not limited to a pressurised gas storage tank and pressure relief device.
Type IV tanks are typically accepted as onboard CGH2 storage for their exceptional weight and strength
characteristics. Though these composite overwrapped pressure vessels (COPV) have good mechanical
performance, they tend to degrage under thermal load and have a high failure risk under accidental fire
exposure. Moreover, fire resistance rating (FRR) of COPV with carbon-fibre reinforced polymer
(CFRP) jackets is currently unacceptably low. There are known catastrophic accidents, where storage
vessles exploded due to the pressure relief devices (PRD) failures to operate [1]–[5]. The recent USA
fire tests with hydrogen tanks not equipped with PRD were performed with HRRs 370 kW and 265 kW
giving times to tanks rupture 6.5 and 12 min; the FRR of Type IV tank in recent experiment (presented
in the study) totalled 8 min. The studied economic effect from the current state-of-the-art of safety of
hydrogen storage [6] showed the cost associated with such a low FRR (i.e. 8 min) wich is £2M per
accident. Also the hazardous consequences, i.e. (blast wave and fireball) from a high-pressure hydrogen
tank rupture, are currently horoughly studied [7]–[10].
The statistics on fires occurred in hydrogen-powered vehicles (HPV) is absent up to date. Nevertheless,
as the hydrogen infrastructure develops in different countries, the HPV fleet also grows accordingly.
This implies, that vehicles with compressed gas storage vessels onboard are subject to risk of fires as
much as gasoline vehicles.
The following review of statistics of vehicle fires and experimentally measured heat release rates
extracted from related tests will feed the necessity of research performed in current paper. The average
annual number of car fires in Great Britain was about 64,100 from 2000 to 2012 yy [11]. The average
annual number of vehicle fires in the USA from 2003 to 2007 yy was 287,000 [12]. At the USA service
stations from 2004-2008 yy the vehicle fires comprised [13]. In Great Britain, for the period since 1994
to 2005 (12 years) it was registered 3096 car park fires (in buildings); nearly half, i.e. 1592, initiated in
vehicles [14]. Such figures give an idea that fires shall affect compressed gas storage leading to rupture
and jeopardising life and property safety.
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The detailed insight into the specificities of a fire test with a compressed gas storage tank and estimation
of time to failure is possible with numerical computational fluid dynamics (CFD) investigation. The
review of existing models for compressed gas tank response to a fire revealed some drawbacks that the
developed model aims to fix.
The model [15] realised the heat flux input to the tank as adoption of the solution of 3D tank behaviour
in CFD fire test simulations with radiation. From these 3D simulations, the mean heat fluxes on tank
wall of its side and bottom positions were applied as constant in time for 2D finite element model. This
was done for speeding up calculations, as authors claimed the 3D simulations of the experiment, i.e. 6
min 27 s [16], is “beyond the capability of our available computing resources” [15]. The simplified
failure criterion suggested by authors is based on the grown internal tank pressure due to temperature
increase until the pressure becomes equal to the experimental rupture pressure. In experiment [16] the
stored hydrogen pressure grew from initial 34.3 MPa to final 35.7 MPa (when rupture occurred). The
equation 𝑃 = 1.2𝑇 + 320 was implemented in the model to predict the pressure dynamics [15]. The
model predicted time to failure 6 min 39 s (when internal pressure raised to 35.7 MPa). The experimental
value iss 6 min 27 s [16]. It is obvious that the pressure prediction is described by a temperature function
and does not implement a real gas law.
Another model [17] also implemented finite element approach using axisymmetric problem. The flame
aggression to the tank was modelled through constant heat flux on its surface, “the radiation, as well as
the convection, is also considered at the cylinder outside surface” [17].
The model by Zheng et al [18]–[20] applied for engulfing and localised fire tests. The model included
RNG turbulence model and Eddy-Dissipation model for combustion of non-premixed turbulent flames
and did not include radiation model.
The model developed during the FireComp project [21] assumed the constant heat flux over time that
was applied on the tank. The tank was modelled as 2D axisymmetric simplification. The time to failure
of the tank in the simulation was assessed through analysis of failure of one of hoop layers.
Thermal response of COPV to a fire was studied by different authors [22]–[26]. The extensive
experimental study presented in [27] highlighted the importance of understanding of a failure
mechanism as “identifying the main failure mechanism is key to optimising the fire protection means
implemented in Type IV pressure vessels”. The outcomes from the tests were ruptures of two vessels
(pressurised at 70 and 52.5 MPa) and leakages of the other two (pressurised at 35 and 17.5 MPa). The
experimental analysis provided measurements of temperatures inside composite. In the context of one
of the vessels that leaked, the measured temperature inbetween CFRP and liner in cylindrical part of the
vessel did not reach the liner melting temperature. However, in junction between dome and cylindrical
parts of the vessel indicated temperature 573 K, i.e. higher than liner melting temperature (488 K). These
experimental observations even more underpin the importance of 3D modelling and analysis that should
provide a better insight into the tank behaviour in a fire.
The aim of this study is to develop and validate 3D numerical model of conjugate heat transfer to
compressed gas vessel from a fire including the failure mechanism for such a vessel. The model should
eliminate the drawbacks identified in the above models and account for: full scale 3D fire source
combustion including radiation; non-uniform, 3-dimensional and time dependant thermal load on the
tank; the real gas behaviour of hydrogen and pressure load-dependant criterion for COPV failure in a
fire including composite structural layer degradation.
2.0 VALIDATION EXPERIMENT
The fire test experiment was conducted at Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) (Germany). The
experimental facility was HyKA-A2, which represents a vessel (𝑉=220 m3) designed to withstand 10
bar of static overpressure. The fire source and the hydrogen tank with all the instrumentation were
installed inside the facility. During the fire test experiment the A2 facility was perfectly sealed, not
allowing for products to escape. The experiment was conducted with 36 L Type IV (supplied by
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Hexagon Composites) tank filled with hydrogen gas at initial nominal working pressure (NWP) ~700
bar. Because the tank rupture in a fire was the intended test otcome, to avoid combustion of hydrogen
gas released after tank failure, the ambient gas inside the A2 facility was nitrogen. The fuel in this fire
tests was methane which was released in a mixture with air. The mixing ratio was 10:1 of air to 𝐶𝐻4 by
volume. The mixture was prior-formed in chambers located underneath the burner plates. 5
thermocouples (TCs) located above the tank (TX, T06-T09) and 5 TCs located aside the fire source at a
distance ~2 m (T01-T05) measured products temperatures. Three thermocouples (BL000, BM000,
BR000) were suspended under the tank bottom at distance 25 mm to measure the flame temperatures,
in accordance with GTR No. 13 [28]. The steel caps were utilised to cover thermocouples for the purpose
of smoothing the temperature history oscillations. Figure 1 schematically shows the facility with TCs
locations and hydrogen tank positioned over the fire source installation with TCs suspended underneath.
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Figure 1. Schematic views of experimental HyKA A2 facility and thermocouples locations [29] (left)
and schematic view of location of TCs BL000, BM000 and BR000 under tank (right).
Flame arresters (burner plates) were utilised in the fire source design in order to prevent the flame from
burning back into the mixing chambers and fuel supplying lines. These are the sintered metal plates
made from porous material with narrow channels. The fire source comprised three of such burner plates.
These burners were encompassed into the metal frame. Another specificity of the fire source was that it
had the shields, i.e. guide plates, that helped to direct the flame distribution to the tank. The hydrogen
tank fittings with the bosses and the filling line were placed into insulating pipes with an inner diameter
of 10 cm. This is in line with GTR No. 13: “metallic shielding is used to prevent direct flame
impingement on container valves, fittings, and/or pressure relief devices” [28]. Insulation pipes
extended up to 0.38 m above the fire source and beyond it to cover and protect the filling line so that its
region subjected to a fire is insulated. The fire source including the casing frame, guide plates and three
burners (1-3) are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The scheme of the fire source including burners 1-3 [30] with dimensions (top view).
The mean mass flow rate of CH4-air mixture set for the fire source in the 165 kW test was 59 g/s. The
initial pressure and temperature inside the test facility and hydrogen tank per each experiment are given
in Table 1.
Table 1. Initial pressures and temperatures in hydrogen tank and experimental facility.
Test HRR
165 kW

Tank initial conditions
𝑃, Pa
𝑇, K
70,095,633.4
308.095

Facility initial conditions
𝑃, Pa
𝑇, K
7,312.2
294.33

3.0 THE MODEL
3.1. Physical model
GTR No. 13 [28] requires that the tank integrity is tested when it is pressurised up to 225% of nominal
working pressure (NWP). This is the safety factor for CFRP overwrapped (Type IV) tanks. Therefore,
under NWP the fraction of a CFRP structural wall thickness fraction capable of bearing the load is
100%/225%=0.44(4). The fraction of the CFRP wall thickness 1-0.44(4)=0.55(5) represents the safety
margin. This safety margin may tend to decrease as the load-bearing fraction (0.44) grows.
If the tank is subject to a fire and the composite structural jacket is heated over the time, the epoxy resin
(binder) shall tend to degrade (characterised by a substantial mass loss). The structural integrity of a
cylinder due to thermal agression gets lost when the resin decomposes and neighbouring fibre plies in
composite become not bound together. When in a fire, the tank’s internal pressure starts to grow above
a NWP due to the hydrogen gas heating and, therefore, safety margin fraction starts to decrease as 1[(𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 / 2.25) / 𝑃𝑁𝑊𝑃 ]. Here 𝑃𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 is the current pressure and 𝑃𝑁𝑊𝑃 is the nominal working pressure.
The tank failure in a fire mechanism postulates that the tank stops holding the compressed gas inside
when the safety margin fraction is consumed by decomposition wave in the CFRP. It should be noted
that the significance of role of the safety factor for CFRP cylinders (225% [28]) was not pronounced in
the reviewed in this study models.
The decomposition of carbon fibre is not considered in the study because the fire test ambient gas inside
the testing facility was not oxidative, i.e. nitrogen. Only the epoxy resin decomposition was accounted
for the failure mechanism. This assumption is supported by experimental TGA observations discussed
in the relevant paper [27]. It was demonstrated that “with an inert atmosphere, the sample displayed only
one decomposition stage (from 493 K to 773 K). This corresponds to the decomposition of epoxy resin”.
The decomposition (mass loss) of the tested in the paper [27] specimen at temperatures above 873 K
(typical for carbon fibre) was absent.
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3.2. Mathematical model
3.2.1. Governing equations
Mass, momentum, energy and species conservation equations
The mass conservation equation is written as:
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where 𝑆𝐸 is the source term.
The species transport equation is written in a form:
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where 𝑆𝑚 is the source term due to combustion.
Turbulence model
The standard 𝑘 − 𝜀 model [31] with standard wall functions was used in simulations. This two-equation
model describes transport for kinetic energy, 𝑘, and dissipation rate, 𝜀, as:
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Combustion model
According to the used in this CFD model “Eddy-Dissipation”, as introduced by Magnussen and
Hjertager [32], the rate of combustion is determined in general form as:
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(7)

Radiation model
The Discrete Ordinates (DO) [33], [34] radiation model was utilised in the model. It suits well for
combustion problems and covers the entire range of the flame optical thicknesses. The radiative transfer
equation is [33], [35]:

dI (r , s)
 ai   s I (r , s)  ai I (r )   s I (r , s) .
dx

(8)

On the right hand side of the equation above, the term (𝑎𝑖 + 𝜎𝑠 )𝐼(𝑟⃗, 𝑠⃗) is the absorption; the second
term is the emissivity term; the last term in the right hand-side is the scattering.
Absorptivity in the gas media, where the combustion products, 𝐶𝑂2 and 𝐻2 𝑂, are present, was calculated
using Weighted Sum of Grey Gases model (WSGGM). It was presented by [36], later also published in
[37] and is widely used in CFD modelling of combustion problems for gas media. FLUENT [38]
calculates the total gas media absorptivity as: 𝛼 = −[ln(1 − 𝜀)]/𝑠 . Here emissivity, 𝜀, is :

   a ,i Tg 1  e a  p
I

i

tot  x

,

(9)

i 0

where term 𝑎𝜀,𝑖 (𝑇𝑔 ) is the temperature dependent emissivity weighting factor for i-th grey gas and term
1-𝑒 −𝑎𝑖 ∙ 𝑝𝑡𝑜𝑡 ∙ 𝑥 is the emissivity of the 𝑖-th grey gas.
Real gas
The hydrogen gas was specified as a real gas in CFD model. The chosen model for the real gas was
Redlich-Kwong. The equation of state [39] is written as:
Pcurr 

RT
a
,

V  b V V  b T 0.5

(10)

where 𝑉 is the specific molar volume, 𝑎 and 𝑏 are the constant related to critical temperature

and pressure.
Composite degradation
The decomposition of resin in CFRP is realised in CFD model through the user defined function (UDF).
The modelling of this process involves the sink term in energy equation. The term calculates the loss of
energy, i.e. energy spenditure on decomposition, only when the defined decomposition temperature
range (thresholding the decomposition wave) is attained in a control volume of the CFRP solid body.
The decomposition is driven by the fraction, 𝛽, which complies with the following temperature-related
conditions. Firstly, there is no decomposition (𝛽=0) if the current control volume temperature, 𝑇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 , is
below the lower chosen decomposition temperature threshold, 𝑇𝑑1 , or reached the value above the upper
chosen decomposition temperature threshold, 𝑇𝑑2 . Decomposition applies (𝛽=1) if the current control
volume temperature is within the selected range of decomposition temperatures (𝑇𝑑1 and 𝑇𝑑2 ), i.e.
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𝑇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ≥𝑇𝑑1 and 𝑇𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟 ≤𝑇𝑑2 . Thus, the failure mechanism is based not on a single decomposition
temperature, but on a range of temperatures, from 𝑇𝑑1 to 𝑇𝑑2 . The energy equation for a solid body is
written in a form:




H    kT   S .
t

(11)

The 1st term on the right hand side of equation means the heat flux due to conduction. The last term, 𝑆,
(originally the heat sourse in the energy equation) is implied for the energy sink in the model due to
decomposition and is calculated as 𝑆 = −𝜌 ∙ 𝛽 · 𝜕𝐻𝑑 /𝜕𝑡. The energy value, 𝐻𝑑 , grows as the fraction 𝛽
increases from 0 to 1, in accordance to the conditions described above.
4.0 NUMERICAL DETAILS
4.1. Calculation domain and numerical mesh
Numerical mesh of the calculation domain consists of hydrogen “gas” cell zone, hydrogen tank cell zone
and ambient “gas” cell zone (facility). The numerical mesh for hydrogen gas mesh and ambient gas,
including fire source with installation, is designed using tetrahedral mesh. Tetra cells were converted to
polyhedral cells in ANSYS FLUENT solver. The mesh of Type IV tank was designed using hexahedral
mesh. The geometry of the tank was supplied by Hexagon Composites [40]. The CFRP wall thickness
in the tank was resolved by 29 hexahedral control volumes. This results in control volume size ~0.95
mm for cylindrical part and ~0.75 mm for the thinner dome part. The numbers of control volumes
totalled 939.8k for domain. Figure 3 (left) shows outside 3D view of the HyKA A2 test facility
(calculation domain) and Figure 3 (right) shows the burner installation with flame shielding, insulation
pipes and installed hydrogen tank.

Figure 3. Numerical mesh of testing facility (left) and premixed burner installation with positioned
hydrogen tank (right).
The steel “cubes” implemented in the experiments for smothering temperatures oscillations were
modelled in the simulations as the cubic solid bodies with the steel material properties.
4.2. Initial and boundary conditions
The meshes of hydrogen gas, tank and facility (ambience) were designed separately and then composed
into the consistent system. Therefore, these meshes were non-conformal to each other. To resolve this,
the ANSYS FLUENT feature Mesh Interfaces was applied for fluid/solid regions of the mesh, where
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two unconformal adjacent cells’ faces are coupled together (in this case “the solver will calculate heat
transfer directly from the solution in the adjacent cells” [38]). The conjugate heat transfer to the A2
facility metal wall was modelled including conduction inside the wall calculated by solving 1D steady
conduction equation. This simplification was achieved through FLUENT [38] feature; the wall
thickness 26 cm was specified, as per facility specifications. The emissivity properties on the surfaces
boundary conditions of objects were specified as follows: hydrogen tank (carbon fibre polymer/carbon)
ɛ=0.91 [41]; thermocouple caps (steel) ɛ=0.5 [42], [43].
4.3. Material properties of fydrogen tanks components
The Type IV COPV components are: CFRP structural layer (jacket), HDPE non-structural and nonpermeable liner and two aluminium bosses. The thermo-physical properties of these components were
reviewed and the review is summarised in Table 2 below.
Table 2. Thermo-physical properties of cylinder components.
𝑐𝑝 , J/kg/K
𝑘, W/m/K
𝜌, kg/m3
202.4*
2719*
871*
Bosses (aluminium)
218
2700
902
0.25 ~ 1.0
1750
0.304+8.52×10-4𝑇
-19+3𝑇
0.4 ~ 0.8
0.43 ~ 0.5
0.48 ± 0.05
1472 ± 20
900
0.5
1360*
1020*
0.5 ~ 0.61
0.5 ~ 0.8
0.6 ± 0.3
Cylinder jacket
0.65
897.79791+2.9932𝑇
(CFRP)
0.67
1530
950
0.71
0.74
1494
1120
0.99710-8×10-4∙ 𝑇 1588.39-0.0425𝑇 685.750+1.3933𝑇
1 ~ 1.3
1.32**
2.9
1760
800
3.72
1513
920
6.5
1750
-19+3𝑇
0.4(@293 K)2000(@293 K)940*
0.2(@423 K)*
2600(@423 K)*
Liner, (HDPE)
0.385
945
1584
0.45
960
2250
Component

Reference
[38]
[20]
[44]
[19]
[45]
[46]
[47]
[48]
[49]
[50]
[51]
[17]
[52]
[45], [53]
[54]
[55]
[56]
[57] **
[58]
[59]
[20]
[60]
[54]
[15], [61]

Note: * is the thermophysical properties of the hydrogen tank components used in the model;
** is the thermal conductivity measured during this study.

Composite degradation parameters
The review of decomposition temperatures of the polymer resins identified that these temperatures
scatter. The most common range of temperatures at which resins start to decompose is 300-400°C (573673 K). These temperatures can be as low as 319°C (10% mass loss) [62]. Other authors, i.e. [63] and
[52] stated the temperatures are 350°C and 360°C respectively. [64] provided an experimental data on
epoxy/carbon decomposition temperature within 296-366°C (the second decomposition step step varied
452-559°C). Other epoxy resins can have thermal degradation temperature as high as 440°C [65].
Niranjana Prabhu [66] gave temperatures for the epoxy resins in composites ranging 280-375°C. Liu et
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al in the same publication [62] have shown the decomposition temperature 379°C. Chiang et al [67]
provided the value 375°C. The performed thermogravimetric analysis [68] showed decomposition
temperatures of 340-360°C (613-633 K), which is found to be within the range of temperatues available
in literature. The simulations represented in current work involved the ranges of decomposition
temperatures of 370°-379°C (643-652 K), as per [64] and [67].
The decomposition heat values may vary significantly. The work by [55] provides the value of 1.92
MJ/kg (as calculated in [69]). Another source [17] gives the heat of decomposition of the resin 0.35
MJ/kg. The authors implemented the latter value of decomposition heat for the failure mechanism .
5.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
5.1. Temperature and pressure histories
The pressure histories monitored during the simulation inside the testing facility and hydrogen tank were
recorded every second. The comparison of pressures in the A2 facility and in the tank between
experiment and 3D simulation is given in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Comparison of pressures dynamics inside the tank (left) and inside A2 facility (right):
simulations compared with experimental and identified time of tank failure (483 s).
The model predicted the hydrogen tank internal pressure dynamics (Figure 4, left) with the maximum
over-estimation about 1% but the model over-predicted experimental pressure inside the testing facility
by 20%.
The temperatures of the flame were monitored in steel cubes located under the tank bottom, as per
experimental arrangements described in Figure 1 of section “Validation experiment”. The comparison
of temperatures under the tank in experiment and 3D simulation is given in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Temperature histories in TCs BL000, BM000 and BR000 at 25 mm under the tank:
comparison of model results with experimental data and identified fulfillment of minimum
temperature requirement from GTR No. 13 (683 K).
It can be seen from Figure 5 that simulated temperatures in TCs suspended under the tank have the
maximum deviation from experimental temperatures in the end of the test – 12 % under-prediction for
TC BM000 and almost 4% for TC BR000.
The vertically arranged TCs inside the testing facility measured temperatures throughout the test
duration. The temperatures of interior of the testing facility were monitored in the 3D model
corresponding to locations of TCs positioned in the experiment. Predictions of temperatures measured
by TCs located vertically above the tank (T6-T9 and TX) and 2 m aside from the tank (T1-T5), are
shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 below.

Figure 6. Temperature histories in vertically located TCs T6-T9 and TX above the tank: comparison of
model results with experimental data.
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Figure 7. Temperature histories in vertically located TCs T1-T5 at the distance 2 m aside from the
tank: comparison of model results with experimental data.
It is shown in Figure 6 that TCs T8 and T9 are in a very good agreement with the experiment. It is worth
noting that these temperatures are more representative (as well as temperatures under the tank) as they
testify the accuracy of the fire test behaviour near the tank. Temperatures in TCs T7 and TX deviate
from experiment by 2% over-prediction for T7 (maximum) and 8% under-prediction respectively. The
bigger deviations from experimental temperatures were obtained for TCs located vertically at distance
2 m from the tank, expecially in TCs T2-T5. The biggest over-predictions are: 3% (T2), 3% (T3), 5%
(T4) and 12% (T5).
The temperatures evolution inside the testing facility limited by temperature 600 K (for the better
dynamics visualisation) is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Temperature evolution (limited within the range 294-600 K) inside the A2 testing facility
within the simulated fire test duration – A2 middle cross-section, front view.
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The temperatures field in Figure 8 was limited by 600 K for the better visualisation of the hot products
dynamics in the testing vessel. The maximum temperature in the domain reached ~1850 K. The
temperatures above 600 K are also shown in red colour.
5.2. Gas storage tank failure in a fire
The time to failure of the tank in a fire is identified in 3D model as follows. When the decomposition
wave (limited by the temperatures 643-652 K, i.e. 370-379ºC) propagated in depth of the CFRP
structural layer and came in contact with the virtual load bearing thickness of this layer, the vessel is
assumed to fail holding internal pressure and rupture in the place of this contact. According to the failure
mechanism, the load bearing thickness of CFRP layer changes dynamically, i.e. it shall expand as the
internal tank pressure grows and therefore more thickness of the structural layer shall be needed to hold
the higher pressure. Figure 9 shows the visualisation of the identified failure location in the CFRP at the
moment when the lower temperature of decomposition from the given decomposition wave range 643652 K (shown as red iso-surface), contacts with the load-bearing wall fraction (shown as green isosurface); the bosses (shown in grey colour) are given for the completeness of the tank components.

Figure 9. Visualisation of CFRP load-bering thickness surface (green) inside the jacket, decomposition
wave iso-surface (red) and identified location where they came in contact at 9 min 18 s.
It is seen in Figure 9 (front view, upper left) that decomposition wave (red transparent surfaces)
approached the load-bearing thickness (green surface) nearest closest in dome parts. The decomposition
wave is almost missing in the cylindrical part of the tank, especially on the bottom. This is deemed to
occur due to the specific burner and flame shielding design as the lower flame temperatures were near
the cylindrical part (above the middle burner). The top guide plates (plates horizontally placed above
the first and the third burners, as shown in Figure 2) directed the flame and hot products emanating from
the side (first and third) burners towards the domes. After analysis of temperatures on dome and
cylindrical parts of the tank, the found CFRP surface temperatures grew up to ~812 K and ~545 K
respectively (i.e. 49%) by the time 9 min 18 s (predicted by model time of rupture). Also, the CFRP wall
in the tank dome part is thinner than that of the cylindrical part by ~27%. Therefore, the decomposition
wave approaches the load-bearing thickness in dome part faster, than in the cylindrical part (because it
is thicker).
To precisely detect the time to failure of the tank, the temperature on the load-bearing thickness “face”
was constantly recorded at each second, i.e. it was monitored when moving towards the approaching
decomposition wave travelling from the opposite direction, i.e. from the jacket outer surface subject to
a fire. When the decomposition wave lower temperature, i.e. 643 K, was attained on the dynamically
moving “face”, the decomposition process has initiated in accordance to the decomposition model.
Then, the representative thickness turned unable to hold the increased by that time pressure and the
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vessel failed. Figure 10 depicts the temperature growth on the expanding load bearing thickness inside
CFRP jacket over the test duration and the identified time of failure.

Figure 10. Visualisation of temperature history on the dynamically changing load bearing thickness of
the tank CFRP jacket and its coincidence with decomposition wave temperatures 643-652 K.
The given above in Figure 10 temperature history inside the composite tank wall for the numerical test
shows the identified time to failure of the tank, i.e. FRR. The deviation of FRR predicted by model from
the experimentally documented FRR is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Comparison of the tank FRR predicted by model and FRR in the experiment.
Test
Fire test with HRR=165 kW

FRR: Experiment
8 min 3 s [70]

FRR: Model
9 min 18 s

FRR: Model deviation
15.5%

It should be noted that the CFRP load-bearing fraction increased from initial 0.44 to 0.49, by the time
of coming in contact with decomposition front. The CFRP jacket fraction was dynamically corrected
throughout the simulation as the predicted internal pressure grew. By the end of the test, to reach the
load-bearing thickness, the decomposition front travelled the remaining safety margin fraction 10.49=0.51 (instead of initial 0.56).
5.3. Effect of degradation temperature on fire resistance rating
As the time to failure predicted by the model with CFRP decomposition temperatures 643-652 K was
over-estimated by 15.5%, the effect from reduction of decomposition temperatures was investigated.
Another fire test simulation implementing the lower decomposition temperatures, i.e. 613-633 K, was
performed. The identified place of the tank failure was also in the dome location. The estimated time to
tank failure totalled 7 min and 16 s. The temperature on the load-bearing thickness changing dynamically
is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Visualisation of temperature history on the dynamically changing load bearing thickness of
the tank CFRP jacket and its coincidence with decomposition wave temperatures 613-633 K.
The shown time to failure of the tank with CFRP decomposition wave 613-633 K and the result of
previous numerical test are compared with experiment in Table 4.
Table 4. Comparison of the tank FRR predicted by model and FRR in the experiment.
Numerial fire test
CFRP with 𝑇𝑑 =643~652 K
CFRP with 𝑇𝑑 =613~633 K

FRR: Experiment
8 min 3 s [70]

FRR: Model
9 min 18 s
7 min 16 s

FRR: Model deviation
+15.5%*
-9.7%

Note: * - the symbols “+” and “-“ before the deviation values mean over- and under-prediction
respectively.
The numerical fire test with the lower decomposition temperatures (613-633 K) under-predicted the
experiment with an error 9.7%. This result should be selected as representive in the current study for the
reason of conservatism.
6.0 CONCLUSIONS
The novel 3D model for conjugate heat transfer from a fire to compressed gas storage vessel was
developed and validated against the well-instrumented experiment performed at KIT. The test was
performed with Type IV 70 MPa hydrogen storage tank subject to a 165 kW fire. The model included
the original failure mechanism accounting for decomposition of the structural layer of the compressed
gas storage tank in a fire and the internal gas pressure variation. In this study, the 3D model demonstrated
the exact determination of the tank failure location and the time to failure, i.e. fire resistance rating.
The importance of 3D modelling is highlighted, as it allowed for revealing of the most vulnerable to a
fire regions of the tank, i.e. dome parts of the structural composite jacket. It was shown that the tank
composite layer degradation in a fire was non-uniform, as the thermal aggression was specific to the fire
source design and the flame shielding. This precise analysis would be impossible with such
simplifications as 1D or 2D modelling.
The model showed the complex prediction of several experimental parameters, such as temperatures
and pressures, with an acceptable engineering accuracy. The temperatures of the flame above the burners
deviated from experimental within 12%; the temperatures in the facility above the tank were reproduced
with the maximum 8% deviations and the side temperatures (2 m away from the tank) were reproduced
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with the maximum 12% deviations. The pressures inside the tank and inside the testing facility were
reproduced with 1% and 20% overprediction respectively.
The FRR (time to failure) of the tank was reproduced using the original failure mechanism which is a
part of the model. The predicted FRR totalled 9 min 18 s which is an over-estimation by 1 min 15 s
(15.5%) compared to the experimental FRR (8 min 3 s). The selected decomposition temperature range
implemented in the failure mechanism was 643-652 K. The parametric study of effect of resin
decomposition temperatures on FRR was performed after. It was demonstrated that with the lower
temperatures (613-633 K) the conservative FRR was achieved, i.e. 7 min 16 s, which under-predicts the
experiment by 47 s (9.7%).
The 3D modelling of the Type IV tank in a fire revealed that the structural jacket has the vulnerable to
thermal aggression areas (domes), as the thickness vary in different parts of the tank, e.g. cylindrical
part is thicker than domes by about 44%. The composite thickness in the cylindrical part is 28 mm
whereas the dome’s thickness is ~22 mm. The tank failure in a fire shall be mostly attributed to the
thinnest tank wall location (the domes) as the degradation front propagating inside thinner walls will
cause the failure of the tank sooner in these locations, than in the cylindrical part. Following this
observation, the authors suggest the safety strategy for the composite pressure vessels that will imply
strengthening of the composite structural overwrap in the dome parts, i.e. equalisation of the jacket
thickness. This will increase the fire resistance of compressed gas storage vessels.
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